Brands appearing next to militia recruitment, incitement to violence content
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on sites spreading disinformation around violence and recruitment.

Conspiracy theories include:

- Citizen Patrol
- Militia Law Enforcement
- Opposition to Tyranny
- Rittenhouse, an American hero
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

AdSupply

Infolinks

Google
Popular brands funding these stories:
Idaho citizens patrol streets to protect their city from antifa and looters

Many citizens in Coeur d'Alene, a small city in Idaho, took to the streets to protect local businesses and homes from antifa and looters.

BY THE POLITICAL INSIDER STAFF
JUNE 15, 2020
Far-Left Militia in Columbia, S.C. Advocates the Use of ‘Deadly Force’ Against Law Enforcement

By Debra Heine • July 29, 2020

A far-left, Antifa-supporting paramilitary group in Columbia, SC, openly advocates the use of “deadly force” against law enforcement personnel to “protect the people” from what they call government “tyranny.”

In a recent Facebook post, the militia group, Civil Defense Corps, suggested that federal agents should be shot in the face, Far Left Watch has learned.
The Global Uprising Against COVID Tyranny Has Me Optimistic About Liberty

AUGUST 30, 2020
By John Bush

People are rising up all across the world defying COVID tyranny and protesting en masse. The agenda of the parasitic class is unraveling before our very eyes.

In spite of the craziness you may think good.

Ready-to-Grill Fresh Seafood
Wegmans
Harry’s Ad delivered by Google

How Government Literally Drives People Insane
by TDS - Sep 7, 2020 3:01 pm

Teenagers rebel in opposition to strict rules for the same reason people do crazy things in a society dominated by an oppressive government.

The Manward Letter
sponsored
Gov’t Watchdog & Investing Expert Andy Snyder: Move Your $ Before 9/16

This is a Global Fight For Freedom and Tyranny is Winning
by Silver Bullion SG - Sep 7, 2020 11:57 pm

Prepare yourselves for the fight of our lives - get strong, have gold and silver to protect your wealth.

Armed Militia Rounding Up Migrants At Southern Border
by Tyler Durden
Sat, 04/20/2019 - 18:15

A New Mexico militia operating along the border with Mexico has been stopping groups of migrants who have illegally entered the country, holding them at gunpoint, and then handing them over to Border Patrol agents, according to the New York Times.

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAUH1tbW3RydWVdLFludWxsLCIjodHRwczelZ2dvb2dzc2Vfck5nLmRvdWJsZWNrMl5idC8wYWdlYWQvY29udmVyc2lvbi8_YWlk9Q0tpVHZS

Zero Hedge on a long rate for e...
Can We trust Big Pharma to Find a Cure for COVID-19?
by chessmaster - Sep 3, 2020 5:47 pm
The idea that big pharma has a monopoly on good ideas is irrational thinking.

Our Bullshit Economy
by qoth the raven - Sep 3, 2020 5:40 pm
On this podcast, I rant about Thursday's market plunge, gamma squeezes and fiat currency.

Sustainable Devastation Via Catastrophic Wildfire?
by valuewalk - Sep 3, 2020 3:10 pm
There are groupies who continue to support the 'let it burn' scientists and forest managers of the same ilk.

"This Is Real... There's Going To Be A F**king War In November" - Dem Operative Admits Voter Fraud
by Tyler Durdan
Mon, 08/31/2020 - 17:45

An anonymous Democratic operative admitted to the New York Post his role in committing voter fraud for decades and says it should concern Americans in the upcoming November election, according to a New York Post exclusive.
NYU ad delivered by Google
NeverTrump ‘Conservatives’ Have Incited Political Violence

These turncoats are as much to blame for the current climate as the news media or the Democratic Party.

By Julie Kelly • August 31, 2020

As their preferred candidate crashes in national polls and the race tightens to a dead heat in Joe Biden’s must-win states, NeverTrump “conservatives” are once again taking their marching orders from Democrats. The death, destruction, and nationalising...
Academic Elitists Have Invented A New Way To Rig Voting In The Future

May 24, 2019 by IWB

The founders sought to solve the problem of regional manipulation in Presidential elections through the Electoral College, which assigned “points” (electoral college votes) to each state according to population levels. This turned voting for presidents into a kind of game, whereby candidates could use strategy to campaign in certain states to effectively secure more points than their opponents. It removed the dominance of major population centers as a factor and made it possible for rural voters to gain an upper hand over metropolitan voters.
Harry’s Razors ad delivered by Google

Identity Cards Are Dems’ Frightening Solution to the Amnesty Crisis

Liberals want citizenship given to all who enter the country; now Chicago makes it easier than ever for illegals to vote in elections

BY ED BRODOW
MARCH 4, 2018
Armed Militia Rounding Up Migrants At Southern Border

by Tyler Durden
Sat, 04/20/2019 - 18:15

A New Mexico militia operating along the border with Mexico has been stopping groups of migrants who have illegally entered the country,ullooding them at gunpoint, and then handing them over to Border Patrol agents, according to the New York Times.
THIS IS WHY YOU SHOOT UNTIL THE THREAT STOPS [VIDEO]

Active Self Protection makes a good point...

Legal & General ad delivered by Infolinks
Kyle Rittenhouse is an American HERO... finally someone stands up to BLM terror and shoots back in self-defense, taking out two BLM thugs

By Mike Adams  -  August 27, 2020
Kohls ad delivered by Infolinks
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